Lifetime Stain Guarantee
Terms & Conditions

For Domestic/Residential Installations Only

Introduction

Thank you from Hugh Mackay:
Thank you for purchasing a Hugh Mackay carpet backed up by our Lifetime Stain Guarantee.
Our carpets are manufactured to the highest standards using the finest quality materials in order to provide
you with a carpet that not only looks good but,with our Lifetime Stain Guarantee.
In the unlikely event that you need to make a claim regarding your carpet purchase please refer to our terms
and conditions as set out in this leaflet.

To Ensure a Claim Qualifies:
Any claim made against the Lifetime Stain Guarantee must first ensure that the following process has been
followed;
You must have a receipt of a professional cleaning service that has taken place within the last 30days
You must have proof of regular professional cleaning throughout the life of the carpet, we recommend that
carpets should be professionally cleaned once every 24months
You must Have tried to remove the spill or stain yourself before contacting us, whether using the methods
explained in our Cleaning Guide, or via professional means
If after all of the cleaning methods (as set out in our Lifetime Stain Guarantee Cleaning Guide) have been
carried out as well as a professional clean using hot water extraction/steam clean, the stain still persists, then
we will look to replace the area of carpet affected*.
*An independent inspector will be called in to investigate the issue and determine whether the issue is
covered by this Guarantee.

Costs Associated

What Costs are Associated with this Guarantee?
Claimants are responsible for funding any cleaning services before making any claims against the Lifetime
Stain Guarantee.
This Guarantee covers a percentage of your carpets’ original purchase price, this percentage operates on
a straight line sliding scale and as such depreciates over time. For example, a claim made in the first year
of installation will cover the majority of the carpet cost, whereas a claim made 10 years after installation will
mean only 1/10th of the cost is covered. Cash refunds will not be offered under any circumstances.
This line of depreciation follows the natural lifespan of the carpet and takes into consideration the affects of
time and usage.
Should your claim result in a replacement carpet, the claimant will be responsible for funding the removal of
the old carpet, installation of the new carpet and any other costs associated.
All claims will be visited by an independent inspector to assess the damage and determine the cause of the
issue. If the inspection determines that this Guarantee does not cover the issue in question, the claimant will
be responsible for the costs of the independent inspector visit.
If the inspection determines that this Guarantee does cover this issue in question, we will work with the
independent inspector and the claimant to ensure the best solution is found, up to and including replacing
the carpet. Should the same carpet no longer be available, we will substitute the nearest match we offer in
comparable style, quality, colour and value.

What is covered by our Lifetime Stain Guarantee?
Our Lifetime Stain Guarantee covers any accidental spills or stains that affect the overall look or performance
of the carpet.
This Guarantee will cover your carpet if you have tried to clean the spill/stain yourself, using the advise
contained in this leaflet. In order to process any claim against the Lifetime Stain Guarantee, you must provide
proof of a professional carpet clean (using hot water extraction/steam cleaning methods), we will require
receipt of these cleaning services, totalling 1 receipt for at least every 24months since the carpet installation
date. Please contact our team within 30days of the last professional carpet clean.
This Guarantee does not cover any deliberate damage carried out to the carpet or other damages including,
but not limited to;
•
•
•
•

burns
tears
water damage
damage from abnormal usage

•
•
•
•

pile reversal
shading
damage from improper cleaning
natural disasters

Colour changes due to soiling,staining, pile flattening and shading such as pressure
banding from storage, temporary shading, tracking or pile reversal causing light and
dark patches are not covered by this guarantee.

How to Make a Claim

Making a Claim, Step by Step:
If you are considering making a claim, please ensure you follow the below process. Each step is vitally
important in making sure your carpet looks its best;
1. Using the Lifetime Stain Guarantee Cleaning Guide, follow the cleaning directions
described for your specific spill or stain
2. Repeat this process if the stain is improved, allowing the carpet to dry thoroughly
before repeating
3. If the spill or stain has not improved, contact a professional carpet cleaner
4. If the carpet cleaners are able to remove the stain, then no claim needs to be made
5. If the carpet cleaners are unsuccessful in removing the spill or stain, keep the receipt
of the cleaning service
6. Within 30days of the cleaning service, contact our Custom Services team to officially
make a claim
7. To verify the claim, we will send an independent inspector to your room to
investigate the issue.
8. If the inspector deems the issue does not fall under our Lifetime Stain Guarantee,
you will be required to fund the cost of the Inspectors’ visit.
9. If the inspector deems the issue does fall under the Guarantee, we will receive the
full report and start making arrangements for a solution
10. We will use the inspectors report to determine the level of replacement needed
(whether a small patch or a full room) and organise the delivery of the replacement
11. Claimants should be aware that they are responsible for the funding of the removal
of any old carpets and the installation of any new carpets
12. Once the solution has been installed, the claim will be closed
13. Once closed, the Lifetime Stain Guarantee does not apply to the new carpet,
however you will have your room looking its best once more.
Our Customer Services team are on hand to help where needed with any enquiries you may have,
simply call or email them using the below contact details;
01429 892555 | customerservice@viewlogistics.co.uk
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